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WHAT IS MIRRORVUE?

MirrorVue has a completely vanishing TV with sizes from 15.6” up to 75”.
MirrorVue offers the largest mirror TV's on the market! Up to 8' x 19'/ 243cm x 579cm.
MirrorVue is fully waterproof and power by 12-24 volt, safe for bathroom. applications.
MirrorVue has a sleek 1.3”/3cm profile design.
MirrorVue can be installed from floor to ceiling.
MirrorVue is fully customized to your individual needs
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THERE'S A MIRRORVUE FOR YOU

MirrorVue offers silver mirror glass as well as tinted mirror glass.
MirrorVue offers accessories such as Android TV, LED Lighting, Defoggers, and Media
Boxes.
MirrorVue offers a large selection of beautiful frames to match any décor.
MirrorVue supports all international TV systems.
MirrorVue tailors mounting to the designer’s application for the space.
Made by Evervue, world's leading brand name in waterproof HD TV’s!
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AVAILABLE IN

Silver Mirror

Tv vanishes completely when the TV is turned off.
Recommended in bathrooms, restrooms, salons, as
well as darker locations.

TV vanishes 90% when the TV is turned off.

Tinted Mirror

Brighter TV image than silver mirror.
Recommended for use in living rooms, offices,
restaurants, and well-lit places.
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AVAILABLE IN

Residential
Give your bathrooms, bedrooms, living rooms
and kitchens more sparkle.
What room in your home couldn't benefit from
a beautifully handcrafted mirror that hides an
amazing, high-tech, high definition LED TV?
Now you can watch TV anywhere in your home
without the intrusion of a bulky, distracting TV.
Upgrade your regular TV to a MirrorVue today
and add an extra dimension to your bathroom,
living room or commercial space.
With MirrorVue, you can hang on any wall a
mirror TV that can be customized to fit nearly
any shape or size. Best of all, you can enjoy all
your favorite TV shows, movies or videos in any
room without having to turn it into your
standard media room.

Hospitality
Elevate your style in common areas, guest
rooms, spa & fitness centers and meeting
spaces. As a hotel, spa or resort, you only get
one shot at making a big first impression.
Nothing says luxury and decadence like a stylish
mirror that conceals an amazing high-definition
television.
By combining the old world elegance of a
classic mirror with the modern conveniences of
digital entertainment, your guests can choose
the ambiance they want to experience, making
their stay much more memorable.
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Commercial
Add a touch of sophistication to your retail
store, restaurant, nightclub, salon, or day spa.
At first blush, introducing a mirror TV to your
place of business might not be your initial
thought on how to make your surroundings
more inviting. But then again, you probably
haven't experienced the MirrorVue.
Unlike flat screen televisions, our mirror TVs
look as beautiful turned off as they do when
they're on. You can tailor them to match any
decor by customizing them with Silver or Tinted
mirror glass, having them framed or frameless,
and choosing their shape and size.
What's equally impressive is they're
maintenance free and as easy to install as a
picture frame.

5 STEPS TO YOUR PERFECT MIRROR TV

1

Choose your mirror
shape and size

2

Choose your TV
size and location

3

Choose your
silver or tinted glass

4

Add accessories
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Choose your mounting

With many mounting ways we
offer, you can put Mirrorvue
anywhere you like.
Rectangular

Circular

Small

Custom shape

Big

We can make any shape you
want.
You envision it, MirrorVue will
create it.

It can cover an entire wall.
Now you can order up to 96"x
236" (243,8 x 599,4 cm).

TV sizes as small as 15.6” / 39,6 cm
to an impressive 75” / 190,5 cm.
4K available on selected models.

Match the color of the mirror to
your space.
MirrorVue is available in silver &
tinted version.

Think outside the box.
Where would you like to view
your TV?
Add multiple TV’s? You decide.
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MirrorVue offers many
accessories, like
· Defogger technology
· LED back lighting
· MB-30 Media outlet
· EZ-Cast
· Cut-out & Beveled edge
· Android TV & accessories
· OCTO-500
· Evervue Splash & Premium
speakers
· AQUA remote control
· Motion detection
· RS-232 Serial port
· IR Repeater · Power supply &
extension cable

Standard Wall Mount

Magnet Wall Mount

Recessed Wall Mount

EACH MIRRORVUE COMES COMPLETE WITH EVERYTHING YOU NEED

MirrorVue wall mount (Optional recessed or magnet mount)

Power extension cable

Power supply (Input 100-240V)

Remote control

Pre-installed integrated in the MirrorVue are:

Customized MirrorVue

On/Off Button
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Evervue Splash & Premium speakers

SET TOP BOX READY

Mirrorvue TVs are prepared for the last multimedia technologies, allowing you to
have access to all your contents in an easy way. Just connect your favourite setup
box to the screen and enjoy all your favorite.
You can connect your Apple TV, Dish TV and Android TV and then use the IR
receiver to control the box so you can store it out of sight. Get all the convenience
of modern day electronics without any of the unattractive sights and traces that
usually come with it.
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WE ALSO OFFER ADVERTISING MIRROR

Stunning product visibility in HD (4K Ultra HD resolution on select models).

Completely new design and mirror TV technology. Ingenious engineering only from
MirrorVue.

Easy to show content through HDMI or USB input. Just plug in a memory stick and it is
ready to go. Supports all common formats.

Only 1.4˝/ 35mm deep, including the TV unit. This slim fitting arrangement makes this
possibly the best investment per square foot of any establishment.

Allow your brand only to be defined by its design, captivating the attention it deserves
with this cutting-edge marketing tool.

Advanced automation allows the outline of the TV box to completely disappear. Enjoy
visual surprise by watching your image floating in the mirror. Guaranteed to create the
ultimate "Wow!" response.

Make it ceiling high! Fully customizable up to 130˝x 95˝/330 x 244cm.
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SPECIFICATIONS

Ideal spaces
Personal Bathroom & Powder Room
Salons & Spas

TV sizes

Power

15,6", 22", 32", 40", 50", 58" and 75". Waterproof LED
HDTV,

Hotel Suites, Lobby, Lounge & Reception
Living Room, Family Room & Study
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Input:12-24 volt

HASSLE FREE INSTALLATION

Standard wall mount

Magnet wall mount

Recessed wall mount

Each MirrorVue comes with Standard Wall Mount rails on
the back of the mirror that allows you to lock tightly with
the mounting strip that you attach to your wall.
Depending on the size of your MirrorVue, there will be 2 or
4 mounting strips to secure your mirror.

If there is no room above the mirror to lift the mirror 1" (2,5
cm) that is needed for the standard wall mount, the
magnet mount is good solution and allows you to install
the mirror under a cabinet without a space between the
mirror and cabinet.

The Recessed Wall Mount is the preferred method when you
would like to have the TV Unit portion of the MirrorVue
recessed into the wall or another flat surface. With this
installation, a very strong large area of Velcro is attached to
the back of the MirrorVue allowing the mirror glass to lay on
the wall surface. The TV Unit attached to the back of the
MirrorVue will then slide into the nook prepared by the
installer during installation.
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CONNECTIONS

* Specifications may vary depending on the country. Contact our local sales specialist for more information.
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SIZE AND DIMENSIONS
MirrorVue is available with the following Waterproof TVs

TV Screen Size

15.6”
Waterproof

22”
Waterproof

32” HDTV
Waterproof

40” HDTV
Waterproof

TV Display

LED

IPX Waterproof Rating

IPX5

Material TV Housing

12V

24V

Sealed Cable Compartment

Yes

Passive Ventilation

Yes
720P

1080P

Aspect Ratio

16:09

Inputs

HDMI, USB, AV, Power, VGA, Computer Audio in/out, IR, ON/OFF

Outputs

Audio (L&R), Earphone Out, IR Out

Audio Internal Speakers

Minimum Mirror Size

75” HDTV
Waterproof

1.3”/33mm

Operating Voltage

Energy Efficiency Classes

58” HDTV
Waterproof

Aluminum, Powder Coated

Thickness TV Housing

Resolution

50” HDTV
Waterproof

2 x 10 Watt
A+

A+

B

A+

A

A+

B

19”x 24”
48cm x 60 cm

24” x 26”
60cm x 66cm

35” x 39”
88cm x 99cm

44” x 43”
111cm x 108cm

48” x 45”
122cm x 114cm

58” x 49”
147cm x 124cm

71” x 59”
180cm x 148cm
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MAIN ACCESSORIES
Splash & Premium Speakers

MB-30 Media outlet
The Media Outlet MB-30 provides you with access
to the HDMI, USB, Network, VGA, AV/Component of
your SP bathroom TV. The Media Outlet MB-30 can
be recessed installed in the closet or wall.

Feel free to splash around with our newly designed
Evervue Splash Speakers series. These water
resistance speakers provide crisp, high-quality
sound and are perfect for those high moisture
areas where no conventional speaker dares to go.
Our Evervue Splash speakers provide high quality
audio in any bathroom.

Evervue Aqua Remote Control
Stay connected to all your favorite programs in
style with the IPX6 Rated Waterproof Aqua Remote!
A perfect fit for Spas, Pools, Hot Tubs and Showers.
With the most up to date technology available, the
Aqua Remote is first in its class when it comes to
precision, convenience and waterproof capability.

The Mylar technology guarantees excellent audio
quality in any bathroom or anywhere moisture or
water splashes are an issue.

Each remote is fully equipped with two, movable
suction cup holders so you're never left wondering
where the remote went... Just place near the
bathtub, in the shower or against the mirror for
easy access and mobility.

Enhance your Evervue experience and enjoy
concert hall audio quality with our Made in USA,
Evervue Splash Premium Speakers. With our
Splash Premium Speakers you can add an extra
dimension to your Evervue bathroom experience.

Designed for effortless installation, the Aqua
Remote has Learning Function Capabilities that
will work with almost any TV or Infrared Device.
Just sit back, relax and enjoy with settings like
Volume Lock and Sleep Timer at your fingertips!

The speakers can be recessed mounted and come
standard with a stylish white grille front and a 20’
(6 meters) premium audio cable. The premium
splash speakers are compatible with all Evervue
TV’s.

OCTO-500

RS-232 Serial Port

Experience the sleek capability of the Octo-500, a
compact wireless handheld device which replaces
the need to carry around a bulky keyboard, mouse,
game console or remote control. You can even use
the Octo-500 as a Skype Phone, simply plug in your
headset and use the built in microphone. It’s
slender and lightweight design comes complete
with rechargeable lithium batteries. Equipped with
RF capability, just attach the tiny receiver directly
to your TV through its USB port and enjoy a
wireless walking range of up to 15 feet (5 meters).
With the Octo-500 you can stroll through the
electronic world with complete functionality and
freedom. Get yours today!

Stay connected with the RS-232 Serial Port! This
component makes installation easy for Smart
Home Automation. RS-232 is a hardwired, locking
connection system that allows high-end AV
components to communicate with each other
rapidly and efficiently. RS-232 is the AV industry
standard for High-Tech coordination using
peripheral interface roles.
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MAIN ACCESSORIES
LED Back Lighting
Add visual impact to your MirrorVue with our LED
Back Lighting. Using the remote control, you can
adjust the LED lighting of your mirror to any color
and brightness. Set it to any color you like or let it
change colors continuously. Additionally,
download Evervue’s exclusive App. And
conveniently control the LED Back Lighting using
your smart phone or tablet. You can now control
your LED Back Lighting from across the room with
your smart device without anyone knowing.
For ideal installation, your mirror should be
positioned 1-2 inches (2.5 –5 cm) from the wall to
acquire the best lighting effect. We offer optional
wall mounting to hang a mirror against the wall
with our recommended distance.

Android TV & Accessories
Android TV can be connected to your MirrorVue with a
LAN cable or wirelessly through your Wi-Fi network.
Your Android box can be installed behind the TV or in
another room and controlled remotely from the IR
receiver built inside the TV. You can access all functions
and capabilities through our waterproof Wave remote
control or optional commercial-grade stainless steel
keyboard.
KB-80 STAINLESS STEEL KEYBOARD WITH BUILT IN
MOUSE PAD
This recessed mount keyboard can be installed
anywhere you like. Strong stainless weatherproof
construction. Connecting a keyboard to your Evervue
Android TV will give you better access to the many
applications you can use. For example typing email
messages.
Size (Width x Length) : 400 mm x 125mm / 15.75" x 4.9"

Power supply extension cable

Customized edges & Cut-outs
MirrorVue Cut-Out and beveled edge. Now you can cut
out specific shapes and sizes to your mirror in order to
mount your MirrorVue in an area where you previously
would not be able to due to constrained wall space or
existing wall fixtures. Whether you have beautiful wall
sconces that you do not wish to remove, or a sink faucet
you wish to incorporate as part of your MirrorVue
design, with our new Cut-Out option your customized
possibilities are endless! Mirrorvue can also be made
with a beveled edge (max. 1”/2,5cm).

Extend the location of the power supply by using
the 5 FT (150cm) Power Supply Extension Cable.
Use this power supply extension cable to keep the
power supply safe from being exposed to water
and/or moisture. You can connect up to 3
extension cables to extent the distance the power
supply is located to the TV unit.
Due to installation variables, this cable can
connected to your power supply to extend the
distance of its location. Please seal any
connection points during installation of this
product. The power supply extension cable is
compatible with all Evervue/MirrorVue/DecoVue
low voltage TV’s.

Ez Cast

Deffoger Technology
No matter how steamy your bathroom, our
optional defoggers will keep your mirror crystal
clear by warming the back of the mirror glass.
Choose the size and shape that best suits your
mirror. We offer 3 different shapes/sizes to make
your MirrorVue truly unique. You can install up to
4 defoggers on your MirrorVue and safely power
them by 12VDC which can be controlled
separately or together with your light switch. So
turn up the heat and watch the fog on your mirror
disappear in seconds!

IR Repeater

Evervue Bathroom TV is now compatible with
EZCast.

The Evervue IR-30 Repeater allows you to connect
a Satellite Box, Decoder Box, DVD player and Blue
Ray Player to your bathroom TV. Access the same
functionalities as a regular TV while concealing all
your extra devices.

With EZ Cast you can simply stream all content
form your iPhone or Android and Windows phone
to your Evervue Bathroom TV or your Mirrorvue.
Simple connect EZCast to your HDMI input and you
can share photos, watch movies, listen to music or
play games on your phone and see on your TV.
Everything you do on your smartphone, you can
now mirror to your bathroom TV or Mirror TV.
YouTube, Netflix, news apps and much, much
more.
Supported systems: IPhone IOS, Android, MAC IOS,
Windows 8 and higher.
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POPULAR MIRRORVUE ACCESSORIES

MirrorVue with integrated LED light
What kind of light is your bathroom mirror giving you? Don’t sacrifice the
convenience of having MirrorVue’s hidden HD television during those hectic
mornings. MirrorVue now offers a seamless built-in light, making even the most
demanding of routines a captivating retreat.
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MIRRORVUE'S UNIQUE FRAMES

MirrorVue looks equally gorgeous frameless as it does framed. We offer more than
80 styles of designer frames that we can use to frame your Mirror TV.

MirrorVue is also available with Vauci Frames.
Please visit www.vauci.com for more information.
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MIRRORVUE360
Your Salon - Our Technology

The Perfect Match

MirrorVue360's proven technology unveils a beautiful silver mirror with two built-in high definition
TV's under the mirror glass surface, allowing your guests to have another point of view right from the
salon chair!
At the heart of MirrorVue360 is our SalonCamPRO, conveniently placed in a nearby location. The rear
viewing of your guests' head is displayed on the HD monitor in front of them while the other can be
used to show the latest broadcasting entertainment.

Professional Quality
The SalonCamPRO is equipped with a strong leather strap. Its ingenious stainless steel housing gives
an industrial look and is built with durability.
Easy Installation
Install MirrorVue360 in minutes! Mounting will hang as easy as a picture frame.

High Definition
HD picture quality.

Easy Connection
Connect the SalonCamPRO effortlessly to your mirror TV through a CAT5 cable, 30FT/10meters included.

Integrated Light (Recommended)
Finish MirrorVue360 with seamless ribbons of integrated light and your station will easily become the centerpiece of
the salon.
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BACK LIGHT LOGO

MirrorVue can be equipped with the customer’s logo that is lighted up from the back with LED light.
This will look very professional and this is a great way to communicate your brand name with your
customers.
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INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION

1

2

Before installing, first check to ensure you have received all the package contents.

POWER

P.MODE

INFO

ZOOM

S.MODE

SLEEP

Verify the wall is prepared correctly for installation. Determine the type of screws and
bolts needed for your wall. Drill holes into the mounting strips. Positioning of the holes is
determined on-site and depends on your wall. Install mounting strips, being vigilant to
ensure strips are securely fastened.

MUTE

FAV

USB

HOME

EXIT

POWER

TIMESHIFT

MUTE

ON/OFF

MENU

1

2

3

4

+
-

5

6

7

8

9

+

ENG

0
EXIT

MENU

AUDIO

2

3

6

7

9

0

VOL

4
8
EPG

CH

LIST

OK

INFO

SOURCE

1
5

-

ZOOM

SIZE

HOLD

PMODE

SHODE

TIME
SHIFT

SOURCE

FAV

CANCEL

SHEEP

MirrorVue

Waterproof
Remote

Standard Remote

MirrorVue

Mounting Strips
（Quantity and length varies）
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Power Supply

5’ (150cm)
Power Extension Cord

Prior to installation, we recommend testing your Mirror TV. When doing so, use a protective, soft surface to avoid damaging or scratching the mirror glass.
Remove the water protective cover from the cable box and make desired connections to your TV and attach power supply. Re-attach the protective cover to cable box.

Built-in speakers

Audio
Output

Audio
Output
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Audio
Input

Audio
Input

Video
Input

Power
Supply

HDMI

HDMI

HDMI

USB

IR

VGA

Computer
audio in/out

On/Off
Built-in Built-in
Input
Speaker Speaker
(Dry Contact)

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION
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OPTIONAL: Connect your set-top box (STB): (REQUIRES purchase of optional Infrared Extension (IR) Cable). Attach STB via the HDMI port. Then connect the IR Extension cable to the TV and attach
the sticky part to the IR Sensor of your STB. Consult your STB manual or vendor to determine location or IR Sensor. Then, connect STB to power and Source input (RF, LAN/Wi-Fi).
The IR connection between TV and STB makes it possible to control the STB even when hidden out of sight. To avoid using two remote controls, consider the AQUA waterproof remote control or
OCTO-500 smart remote from Evervue accessories. Visit www.evervue.com for more information.

RF / LAN / Wi-Fi
Step1.

STB
POWER

MUTE

ON/OFF

1
4
7
ENG

2
5
8

3
6

+

MENU

-

Step2

LIST

OK

INFO

-

9

EXIT

0

AUDIO

+

ZOOM

SIZE

HOLD

PMODE

SHODE

TIME
SHIFT

SOURCE

FAV

CANCEL

SHEEP

STB

Audio Audio Power HDMI
left
right supply

HDMI

HDMI

USB

IR
IR ( Optional)
HDMI

5

6

Hang the Mirror TV in the fastened mounting strips. Ensure mounting strips interlock
securely and are tight fitting. (Note: Recommended number of persons to assist with
installation: 3+.)
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Installation is complete. Follow the instructions in the TV menu to personalize your
settings as needed. Enjoy your new MirrorVue!

